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Clinical Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 

COMMUNICATIONS FAILURE 

Setting UHBristol: Neonatal Emergency Stabilisation and Transport Team 

Staff NEST Team, staff making referrals to the NEST team 

Patients  

Aims:  Outline the action to be taken in event of failure of telephone services at NEST team base. 

Mobile Phones 

Green Mobile: Normally carried by the transport nurse. 

Red Mobile: Should be carried by ANNP/Fellow whenever they are not in the NEST office. All 

diverted calls from NEST main line come through to this number. Also becomes primary contact 

point in event of communications failure. 

Team 2 Mobile: Is carried by the second team in event of mobilisation of 2 teams. 

The mobiles share the same battery and SIM slots and these can be swapped if required. The red 

mobile receives all diverted calls, therefore priority should be given to maintaining its operation 

over the green mobile. 

Power Failure + Generator Failure  

In event of power failure with generator failure the Polycom phone in the NEST office will not 

function (25050). The backup red phone will continue to function and ring but it will not be possible 

to use the conference facility. 

The call divert is run by main switch. If they are affected by the power failure this may result in loss 

of this function. Therefore it must be checked in event of power failure.  

If the power failure continues for more than 4 hours with no generator backup there may also be 

loss of telecoms. Therefore it is important to check regularly that the line is still working. 

If the phone ceases to function please follow the communication failure protocol. 

Telephone line failure 

In event of telecommunication failure the red mobile becomes the primary point of contact. 
Therefore all units should be informed of the red mobile number and the temporary referral 
process; along with the Top cover Consultant and St Michael’s sister in charge.
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Clinical Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 

COMMUNICATIONS FAILURE 

Communication Failure Protocol 
1. The primary backup number in event of communication failure is the NEST red mobile (07786 

514988). This should remain with the NEST fellow/ANNP for the duration of the 
communications failure. The NEST green phone should remain with the nurse. 

2. Inform Top Cover of the communication failure/plan. 
3. Inform all deployed teams of the communication failure/plan.  
4. Inform the St Michael’s sister in charge of the communication failure/plan. 
5. Inform all the referring units of the failure of communications and instruct them to contact the 

NEST red mobile for any referrals. 
6. Inform the PNTS team of the failure and inform them of the backup arrangements. 
7. Once communications restored complete a DATIX. 

 

Telecommunication  
Failure 

Power Failure/ Suspected Phone Failure 

Inform Switchboard and 
ask for On-call Telecom 

engineer 

NEST red mobile to 
become primary contact 

number.  

Complete DATIX 

Test-call NEST line 
(25050). Does Red 

Phone Ring? 

1. Inform Switchboard of power failure 
2. Check that Call Divert continues to work 
3. No call conferencing will be available 
4. Test line every 2 hours if still no power 

The red mobile must remain with either the 
ANNP/Fellow for the duration. 
  
1. Inform ALL units of temporary referral no. 
2. Inform top cover 
3. Inform deployed team(s) 
4. Inform St Mike’s sister in charge 
5. Take phone charger on all transfers and charge 

phone whenever possible. If necessary the battery 
from the green mobile can be used in the red 
mobile.  

In event of backup phone failure or if the divert 
stops working 

 Yes 

 

Related documents Conference call guideline 

Safety  

Queries Dr James Tooley, 01173 421745 

 


